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That said, the actual diamond-studded action is often overly-explosive, bloody and CGI-heavy to the
point of distraction. In the opening scenes, Archer leaves his own kids (with a nanny) in the car and
comes across a kidnapping, in which the kidnappers are off-screen and the only chance to save the

situation is to shoot at an empty car. So Archer does, and the resulting explosion sends the kidnappers
tumbling into the car and inevitably blows the vehicle up. It's an intense sequence that, far from making

a coherent point, just seems to have been created to demonstrate that the movie is a hard, blood-
soaked thriller. Not to mention, the explosions are never very epic, and rarely even seem real. The
extreme violence in 'Blood Diamond' is so bad that, even with the groovy disco soundtrack, it never

comes across as fun. And the suicide is not even the best death; that honor goes to a sequence in which
the characters are being shelled by an AK-47 in a marketplace. The intensity level reaches an all-time

high in this extended montage as a wave of gunfire moves around the screen. Later, a man (who's
played by a pretty hottie) is killed in an explosion, falls off a cliff, and instead of dying gracefully, he
flails around like a drowning swimmer. The final third of 'Blood Diamond' attempts to deal with the

issues of the blood diamond trade but is too politically slanted to work well. In one instance, Hounsou's
character is forced to watch his favorite son killed as a rebel watches in a bit of an expositional rant. But

it also features a few full-grown-up, emotion-packed scenes that hit home. When Archer's wife is
kidnapped, he goes apeshit and the movie takes off on a series of chase scenes in which Archer will
eventually fall into the hands of a well-organized group of rebels, who will ultimately lead him to the

location of his daughter. In a real-life echo, Hounsou's character begins suspecting all of Archer's
actions, even the murder of his own wife. These scenes are all well-made and the argument they make
is certainly well-intentioned, but their too-cozy involvement with Archer's plight (like his wife) ultimately

makes them seem less relatable than the ones that address his motivations.
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'Blood Diamond' becomes slightly more effective when it digs deeper into its philosophical
messages rather than aiming for broad, shallow storytelling. While the film mostly succeeds

at telling the story of a man's journey to escape life of poverty, it's the real story of those
who exploit the impoverished people and the modern slavery that the diamond trade

entrenches that has the greater power. But in the end, 'Blood Diamond' just feels like a
movie about a movie. But ultimately, 'Blood Diamond' feels like no more than a brief, hollow

repackaging of the same message that was already abundantly declared in 'Tree of Life'
and, to a lesser extent, 'The New World.' As in those earlier films, there's a tendency for
'Blood Diamond' to pin more on its social messages than it does on telling an exciting,

character-rich story, meaning that the film ultimately feels like a noisy and somewhat failed
attempt at a statement. Nothing new really gets said. Ultimately, 'Blood Diamond' feels like
no more than a brief, hollow repackaging of the same message that was already abundantly
declared in 'Tree of Life' and, to a lesser extent, 'The New World.' As in those earlier films,
there's a tendency for 'Blood Diamond' to pin more on its social messages than it does on
telling an exciting, character-rich story, meaning that the film ultimately feels like a noisy

and somewhat failed attempt at a statement. Nothing new really gets said. But the
performances by DiCaprio and Hounsou make the film worth watching for their own merits
alone. Full disclosure: I havent seen 'Blood Diamond,' but based on what I heard and saw at
the New York City premiere, it seems like a movie I would enjoy. DiCaprio, particularly in a
film that's otherwise filled with film-school types (the first two thirds of 'Blood Diamond' are
dominated by extras and cameos), is particularly good as he dives headlong into Archer's

character, an ex-CIA agent whose cold detachment provides a perfect vehicle for his
continued immaturity. Hounsou, a Nigerian comedian, is brilliant as he shows Archer's

moral paralysis. A scene that has audiences ambushing the screen for 20 minutes involves
Hounsou's character "breaking character" and in his own words, "dieing" in a scene that

continues right on through his native tribe's dance of death. Vallieres is by far the weakest
character, but at least he's physically challenging as he's repeatedly exposed to
temperatures as low as -40 degrees, which would be deadly to a real-life human.
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